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BACKGROUND 
            The High Plains is home to the state’s most intensively irrigated and productive regions in 
Texas. As irrigation accounts for nearly 90 percent of the water use in the region, irrigation scheduling, 
even in limited-availability areas, is important for efficient management and productive use of the 
state’s most important natural resource. Through research efforts based on the ARS’s large weighing 
lysimeters at Bushland, accurate crop water use has been determined for the region’s major crops of 
corn, grain sorghum, cotton, wheat, soybeans and alfalfa. 
 This water use has been correlated over the cropped years to referenced meteorological stations 
strategically located throughout the Texas High Plains. Using these relationships with the newly 
standardized reference evapotranspiration (ET) equation, accurate crop water use estimates are 
computed for 15 irrigated water-use areas in the region. There are 18 stations operating in the network, 
with two more planned in the southern region. Thus, growers have access to the daily crop water-use 
data each morning by either fax or electronic means. However, in today’s electronic information age, a 
need exists for updated access to the database of the network and for improved daily dissemination 
methods. 

 
      OBJECTIVES 
 

1) Develop a new network database with on-line query, download and 
graphing capability. 

2) Update dissemination means for delivery of daily irrigation crop 
water-use data. 

 
RESULTS 
 The ET network development team outlined with programmers a new database capable of 
handling advanced on-line queries of the ET network data with a high degree of efficiency.  
Programming of the database, along with a new user interface, was completed in early fall of 2005. 
Additionally, the new Website includes tabular, text downloadable formats and on-line graphical 
display of the data queried. The new TXHPET network site is at http://txhighplainset.tamu.edu . 
 Additionally, a new list serve was established and is available on-line at 

http://amarillo2.tamu.edu/nppet/listserv/ for 
automated e-mailing of the user selected stations 
data on a daily basis.  The sign up link will also be 
available through the main TXHPET web site.  
For additional information and developments, 
contact Thomas Marek at t-marek@tamu.edu or 
Dana Porter at d-porter@tamu.edu  
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